WHAT OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN PETROF ACTIONS?

The piano action is a series of components that work together to transfer the movement of
your finger from the piano key to the piano string resulting in the production of a sound.
It is perhaps the most critical part of the piano and most certainly the most complex.

Whether you want your piano to have a traditional feel and touch or a lighter, more responsive
feel and touch, Petrof gives you the freedom to select the right piano action for yourself. The
Petrof Model III, Model IV and Model V offer two distinct options in their actions.

PETROF ORIGINAL ACTION
The Petrof Original Action is based on traditional design principles that have
been integrated with Petrof's state-of-the-art technology. In uniting their
unrivaled Research and Development department with accomplished piano
virtuosos worldwide, Petrof was able to fine tune their Petrof Original Action
into the most accurate and dynamic piano action in the industry.
ADVANTAGES
- Traditional feel
- Sensitive response
- Precision balance
- Accurate striking
- Fast repetition
- Consistent touch
- Key stability

WHY CHOOSE PETROF?
Petrof has been building world-class pianos and piano actions for
over 140 years, and they continue to hold their position as
the largest piano manufacturer in Europe. The quality of
the materials and the skill of their craftsmen remains
at the highest level and is never compromised.
The Petrof Piano Company houses an
elaborate Research and Development
department which provides
extensive data analysis of
sound and tone elements
from the Petrof pianos and
their individual components.
So if you want an instrument
that combines European tradition
with the latest technological
advancements and provides you
with the best value for your investment,
then you need look no further than Petrof.

Traditional weighting methods are used to give
the Petrof Original Action its smooth touch

PETROF STERLING ORIGINAL ACTION
The Petrof Sterling Original Action incorporates the same design theories
that are used in the Petrof Original Action, with a lighter touch and quicker
response. The traditional lead counterweights have been eliminated from
the keys and have been replaced with strategically placed magnets within
the action assembly reducing mass and inertia. It is also important to note
that pianos featuring the Petrof Sterling Original Action can be tuned and
regulated by your piano technician just like any other piano.
ADVANTAGES
- Lighter feel
- Precision balance
- Quickest repetition
- Key stability
- Lower mass
- Reduced inertia

- Sensitive response
- Accurate striking
- Consistent touch
- Reduced friction
- Lead-free
The removal of lead-weights in the keys and the
addition of magnets provide the Petrof Sterling
Action with its accelerated response and feel.
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